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The WEF Davos 2024 Circus: Their One Objective Is to “Massively Reduce World Population”

By Peter Koenig, January 22, 2024

The WEF circus has been going on for  too long – 54 years.  The WEF’s naval-glancing
organizers and participants are distancing themselves ever-more from reality, while they
have one objective and one objective only – massively reducing world population, so that
Mother Earth’s remaining natural resources will serve a small elite “forever”, instead of
being swallowed by “useless eaters”, who can rapidly be replaced by robots, transhumans
(chipped human survivors), and Artificial Intelligence (AI). 

WHO Director  General  Tedros’  Hypothetical  “Disease  X”.  Pandemic  Treaty  Is  a  Fraud.
Demands Compliance for “Next Pandemic”

By Steve Watson and Prof Michel Chossudovsky, January 22, 2024

WHO Director General Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus, continues to mislead public opinion
Worldwide. There is no such thing as  “Disease X”. It’s an invented construct, first presented
by Bill Gates two years ago at the February 2022 Munich Security Conference.

The Fate of Global Maritime Trade Does Not Hinge upon the Narrow Red Sea Strait

By Dr. Mathew Maavak, January 22, 2024

Houthi rebels from eastern Yemen, which faces the Red Sea, were the first to create a new
frontline by launching missiles, drones and fast attack boats against cargo vessels linked to
the West  and its  allies.  Russian and Chinese vessels  were eventually  assured of  safe
passage.  Some ships  have resorted to  broadcasting  their  neutrality  via  the  Automatic
Identification System (AIS) used in the maritime industry. 
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Biden, Blinken and Burns. Their Roles in the Slaughter in Gaza

By Steven Sahiounie, January 22, 2024

Israel receives its weapons, humanitarian supplies and cash benefits from the US,  paid for
by the American taxpayers. In good times, the taxpayers don’t seem to mind, but when they
see images out of Gaza showing the wholesale destruction of homes, infrastructure, and the
accompanying slaughter of over 23,000 people, most of which are women and children,
they want it to stop immediately.

Israel, the World Court, and the Conscience of Humanity Are All on Trial at The Hague

By Prof. Anthony J. Hall, January 22, 2024

I don’t think its an overstatement to observe that the future of the world is hanging in the
balance as  15 World  Court  judges  at  the  Hague deliberate  over  the  contending legal
submissions made by the governments of Israel and South Africa. At this preliminary stage
the core contention comes down to the question of whether or not it is “plausible” that the
Genocide Convention is being violated in the course of the Gaza Massacre.

Psoriasis After COVID-19 mRNA Vaccination

By Dr. William Makis, January 22, 2024

COVID-19 mRNA Vaccines can cause a wide variety of autoimmune diseases and the sudden
development of any autoimmune disease in an mRNA Vaccinated person should implicate
the vaccine.

The World Economic Forum: How It Usurps Treaty-Based Intergovernmental Institutions

By Elizabeth Woodworth, January 22, 2024

This essay will explore the arbitrary merger of state and corporate power that has been
brought about by the World Economic Forum (WEF). We will first briefly examine the history
of the WEF and its original emphasis on stakeholder capitalism. We will then look briefly at
its founder,  composition,  funding, legal  status,  mission statement,  and original  code of
ethics.
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Brutal Reality: Psychopaths Form Majority of Today’s World Leaders

By Julian Rose, January 22, 2024

When  one  hears  and  sees  Israel’s  Prime  Minister  Netanyahu,  declaring  the  absolute
supremacy of his Zionist tribe and its goals of ‘taking back’ the State of Israel – via the
slaughter of any and all Palestinian ‘animals’ whose home land is the Gaza Strip – one is
confronting face to face, a clinically insane individual whose medical condition, if it were to
be officially assessed, would be described as ‘psychopath’.

WEF Roundup: Disease X. Digital ID ‘Very Necessary’ for Tracking the Unvaccinated. AI Can
Speed Up Development of New Vaccines

By Michael Nevradakis, January 22, 2024

The threat of a new pandemic and so-called “misinformation.” The future of democracy. The
future impact of  artificial  intelligence (AI)  in  society.  The “green agenda.” These were just
some of the topics on the agenda at the annual meeting of the World Economic Forum
(WEF) in Davos, Switzerland, which concluded today.

Remember John Pilger and His Legacy: “The Great Game of Smashing Countries”

By John Pilger, January 22, 2024

As a tsunami of crocodile tears engulfs Western politicians, history is suppressed. More than
a generation ago, Afghanistan won its freedom, which the United States, Britain and their
“allies” destroyed.
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